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Abstract
A society of mind will require an economy of mind, that is multi-agent systems that meet a requirement for the
adaptive allocation and reallocation of scarce resources will need to employ a quantitative, universal, and domainindependent representation of value that mirrors the flow of agent products, much as money is used in simple
commodity economies. The money-commodity in human economic systems is shown to be an emergent exchange
convention that serves both to constrain and allow the formation of commitments by functioning as an ability to buy
processing power. Multi-agent systems with both currency flow and minimally economic agents can adaptively
allocate and reallocate control relations and scarce resources, in particular labour or processing power. The
implications of this design hypothesis for cognitive science and economics are outlined.

M. Minsky, The Society of Mind, “magnitude and
marketplace”, page 284.

that process or people that labour. Computational and
human agents function as both producers and consumers,
for example the input and output of information or the
consumption and production of commodities. Agents may
perform specialist functions, such as modular
decomposition in software systems and the division of
labour in social systems. Agents may operate in parallel,
that is subcomponents may function relatively
autonomously and concurrently perhaps pursuing their
own local goals. Both computational and human societies
need to be co-ordinated by mechanisms for the
production, distribution and consumption of agent
products, such as globally accessible databases or free
market mechanisms. In addition, these systems must
adaptively allocate scarce resources, be they limited
labour resources or processing time or commodities or
information in restricted supply.

Marvin Minksy's The Society of Mind (Minsky, 1987) is
the best example of the social metaphor applied to the
understanding and design of minds. It outlines a
computational society of heterogeneous agents that
compete and co-operate to produce mental capabilities.
The approach of decomposing a computational mind into
a society of less intelligent agents is compelling because
social systems and large, parallel computing systems share
design features. For example, both kinds of system consist
of a set of mutually connected, interacting subcomponents
that are able to perform work, such as computational units

These considerations suggest that the social “metaphor” is
no metaphor at all, but is a partial identity between a class
of complex systems at the information processing level of
abstraction. However, as with all compelling parallels it is
important to identify differences as well as similarities.
Furthermore, it would be a mistake to base computational
theories on current ideas about social organisation given
the current dominance of social empiricism and the lack
of a science of social design. Despite these warnings, the
aim of this paper is to argue that a society of mind will
require an economy of mind, and that economic theories,

1 The society of mind
“... a group of agencies inside the brain could exploit
some ‘amount’ to keep account of their transactions
with one another. Indeed agencies need such
techniques even more than people do, because they
are less able to appreciate each other's concerns. But
if agents had to ‘pay their way’, what might they use
for currency? One family of agents might evolve
ways to exploit their access to some chemical that is
available in limited quantities; another family of
agents might contrive to use a quantity that doesn't
actually exist at all, but whose amount is simply
‘computed’.”
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This is a revised version of (Wright & Aube, 97).

concepts and methods have new applications in multiagent systems (MAS) and the understanding of cognition.
The paper, therefore, emphasises similarities not
differences, and is primarily speculative, bearing on the
foundations of adaptive multi-agent systems.
The key idea is that a quantitative, universal, and domainindependent representation of value, exchanged between
mental subcomponents much like money is exchanged in
human economies, is necessary for the satisfaction of
certain design requirements for both natural and artificial
adaptive minds. Minsky anticipated such an idea, and this
paper attempts to develop it further.

2
The co-ordination problem in
multi-agent systems
A MAS can be thought of as a system that is composed of
a collection of agents that normally have their own beliefs
and goals, sharing a domain that allows actions to be
performed, including communicative actions, such that
the system meets some global requirements. The global
requirements normally specify goals that can be met by
agents acting co-operatively, competitively or both to
discover solutions. Jennings (Jennings, 1996) discusses
the co-ordination problem in MAS, which is the problem
of ensuring that a society of agents interact in such a
manner to achieve global goals given available resources.
Co-ordination is required because “there are dependencies
between agent actions”, “there is a need to meet global
constraints” and “no one individual has sufficient
competence, resources or information to solve the entire
problem”. Without co-ordination the MAS would fail to
produce useful global results. Jennings states that all coordination mechanisms can ultimately be reduced to
commitments and their associated conventions.
Commitments need not be generated in a conscious and
deliberative manner: attachment structures in most bird
and mammal species, for instance, involve some kind of
built-in commitments already “installed” between certain
individuals (selective mating, caring and protection of the
young, territorial defense and so forth), without
necessarily relying upon a conscious and explicit
contractual basis.
A commitment is essentially a goal: an agent can make a
commitment to itself (e.g., “I will tidy my desk today”) or
to others, in which case it can be thought of as a pledge or
promise (e.g., “I will meet you at ten tomorrow”). As
goals, commitments could result from many goal
generators, some very primitive, and some more
deliberative. Joint commitments are possible (e.g., “We

will both move house”) and are preconditions for cooperative action. Conventions manage commitments: they
are rules that determine how an agent's commitments are
to be formed, reconsidered, or rejected; and social
conventions are rules that determine how agents should
behave towards each other, for example if they change
mutual commitments. For example, agent A may commit
to meet agent B at ten because it is conventional for A to
obey B because B has greater authority. Subsequently,
however, A acquires a more pressing commitment and
does not have sufficient time resources to honour the
commitment to B. Hence, A informs B of the difficulty
because it is a social convention to do so, allowing B to
re-plan and ask another agent C, who can do the work of
A, to meet at ten. This is an example of co-operation,
communication of failure and re-planning. Designing
conventions and social conventions is difficult. It is likely
that in natural systems, powerful mechanisms have
evolved to generate, protect, manage and regulate
conventions (Aube & Senteni, 1996a; Aube &
Senteni,1996b). Designing conventions amounts to
designing a set of rules that can interact to produce
coherent and useful emergent behaviour.
In summary, MAS need to be co-ordinated if they are to
meet overall goals. Commitments and conventions can
achieve co-ordination.

3 Adaptive multi-agent systems
Adaptive multi-agent systems (AMAS) are a type of MAS
that can continually reconfigure their activity to produce
solutions that meet changing global requirements. The
class of AMAS is sufficiently general to include many
diverse kinds of system and mechanism, in much the same
way as the class of adaptive agent architectures can
include such mechanisms as reinforcement learning
algorithms, artificial neural networks, genetic algorithms,
and so forth. In the abstract, there are three distinct ways
in which an AMAS can modify its global behaviour. It
can (i) alter the behaviours of individual agents or (ii)
alter the control relations between agents, for example
dynamically defining groups of leader and follower
agents. (i) is a change of commitments, and (ii) is a
change in conventions and social conventions.
Alternatively, (iii) existing agents may be removed or
qualitatively new and behaviourally different agents may
be introduced into the system. AMAS require coordination mechanisms that can cope with this kind of
changing complexity. Such mechanisms need to allocate
and reallocate agents to different tasks, alter social
hierarchies, change individual agent behaviours to fit new
circumstances, and provide means by which global

constraints can direct local processing without the need
for high bandwidth communication. In addition, there
need to be natural ways in which global constraints can be
defined within the system.

are required to solve: labour must be divided and its
products distributed so that at least a sufficient number of
individuals' basic needs are met. This defines a major
global constraint for successful human social systems.

(i), (ii) and arguably (iii) all occur in a natural, adaptive
multi-agent system. How then is co-ordination achieved in
human society?

Money arose at a certain point in human history to solve
problems of production, consumption and exchange. Pure
gold was first coined as money in 625 BC in Greece
(Boardman, Griffin & Murray, 1993). In a matter of fifty
years trade had burgeoned, and banks, merchants, and
moneylenders appeared. A numerical representation of
value had a revolutionising effect on the capabilities of
human society. Subsequently, currency flow has been a
common feature of human social organisation, surviving
and developing through classical society, feudal
arrangements, and industrial and modern finance
capitalism. To understand the function of money it is
necessary to examine how and why it arose. The
following account of the development of money is based
on the opening analysis in Marx's Capital (Marx, 1970). It
is a rough historical sketch of the emergence of a social
convention in human society. The account abstracts from
the real historical development of money and uses simple
stages and examples for the purpose of exposition. In
addition, the emergence of money is examined in an
idealised simple commodity economy, allowing later
complications such as price-fixing, cartels, monopolies,
taxation, trade tariffs, transportation costs, power
relations, trade unions, and the legislative power of the
state, to be ignored.

4 Money and exchange-value
Human designers of robots often turn to the natural world
for design ideas. Similarly, human designers of coordination mechanisms for MAS can also turn to the
natural world. The study of ant colonies, primate groups
and human social interaction are all potential sources of
inspiration. For example, (Aube & Senteni, 1996a; Aube
& Senteni, 1996b) propose that the emotions arose to coordinate animal groups and therefore can serve as a
foundation for co-ordination in MAS. They view
commitments as a special kind of resource that ensures
access to basic commodities of survival value, and
emotional structures as the control mechanism that
manages these special resources. This section develops the
contention that human economic activity provides an
example of another important co-ordination mechanism currency flow - that may be common to a certain class of
adaptive MAS. We even think that such a view might help
uncover the inner mechanics of motivations: that is, why
and how some mental processes within the society of
mind come to take precedence (be “preferred”) over
others.

4.1
Fundamental requirements for the
development of money
All human societies are in commerce with nature,
extracting raw materials from the environment and
returning human waste to the earth. Social organisation
implies a division of labour amongst the individuals of the
society, that is individuals perform different, socially
useful functions. The total labour of society is shared
between the different functions, and the products of this
labour distributed according to some, usually implicit,
scheme and through some collection of mechanisms. One
very obvious requirement for a successful social system is
that it reproduce its conditions of existence; that is, it must
create conditions such that individuals survive and
produce offspring. This requirement entails that what is
produced, distributed and consumed should be so
organised to satisfy those needs. This is one of the
important co-ordination problems that social organisations

Stage one - simple exchange or swapping. Individual and
relatively self-sufficient producers with a small surplus
product, such as a peasant farmer, whose chickens have
lain too many eggs, exchange their goods for other goods.
For example, 24 eggs may be exchanged for 2 loaves of
bread. In this isolated act of exchange the equality relation
(24 eggs = 2 loaves) is determined by the producers'
respective opinions of the use-value of the other's goods.
The term “use-value” simply means that the good satisfies
some desire or need. In other words, the respective values
of the goods are determined locally and subjectively. The
exchange of products has a precondition: each producer
must have a surplus-product that the other desires. All
exchange is performed with a view to obtaining another's
surplus-product for the purposes of consumption. Money
does not as yet exist.
Stage two - extended exchange or organised swapping.
The development of better production techniques and
increase in population size creates a greater surplus
product available for exchange. Instead of isolated acts of
exchange there may be a definite geographical locale

where trading takes place, that is the market. The peasant's
24 eggs now enter into potential relations with all the
other commodities available. For example, the 24 eggs
may now be exchanged for 2 loaves, or a pair of boots, or
five candles, or a pound of butter and so forth.
Importantly, an element of competition appears that was
not present in stage one. Instead of a single peasant and
consumer there is a social community of interconnected
producers and consumers, for example peasants, bakers,
and candlestick makers. Given the choice a baker will
tend to exchange his bread for as many eggs as he can get
from the community of peasants; conversely, a peasant
will tend to exchange his eggs for as many loaves as he
can get from the community of bakers. This systemic
dynamic - colloquially, the notion of “shopping around” will, all other things being equal, have a tendency to force
the equivalence relation between eggs and bread towards
a particular ratio that holds for all such transactions. This
equivalence relation will thus be determined by the joint
action of the peasants and bakers. The respective values of
the commodities are now determined globally and socially
as opposed to locally and subjectively in stage one. An
individual's local calculation increasingly becomes
ineffective in the determination of the equivalence
relation, which now tends to be fixed by the community
as a whole.
Stage three - ubiquitous exchange. A community in which
a good deal of exchange occurs soon finds it convenient
to select a particular commodity to serve as the general
form of value. A widely valued article would be the
commodity to choose. This special commodity then serves
as a unit of comparison of value and is directly
exchangeable with all other commodities, thereby
overcoming the limitations of organised swapping, as all
producers are now willing to swap their goods for the
general form of value. There need be no local coincidence
of wants.
Stage four - money. As soon as a particular commodity is
socially agreed upon to serve as the general form of value
it becomes the money-commodity, that is it serves as a
universal means of exchange. In most societies this
commodity has been gold or silver, and not cows. For
example, if 24 eggs = 1 measure of gold, and 1 measure
of gold is coined as 10 pence, then 24 eggs have the price
10p. Gold can serve as the embodiment of value, and may
be exchanged for any other commodity. “Although gold
and silver are not by Nature money, money is by Nature
gold and silver” (Marx, 1970). Precious metals were
chosen because they exhibit uniform qualities but can be
repeatedly divided and reunited at will to represent finegrained differences in the numerical values of things.

Also, they have a high value to weight ratio, which is
useful if wealth is to be transported in pockets.
There has been little computational, as opposed to
historical, work on the development of universal means of
exchange in MAS: Marimon et al. (Marimon, McGrattan
& Sargent, 1990) describes investigations of the
conditions in which money emerges in an artificial
economy of adaptive, classifier system (Holland, 1986;
Holland, Holyoak, Nisbett & Thagard, 1986) agents,
although the chosen domain ontology bears only a
superficial resemblance to real economies.

4.2 The function and properties of money
Money, therefore, is like any other commodity except for
a social convention that ensures it is the means of
exchange in all transactions. The particular form of value,
be it gold, silver, bronze, paper or virtual currency flows,
is a secondary matter: it is function that counts. The
function and properties of money are now examined in
greater detail. Importantly, the majority of these functions
and properties have exact analogues in a computational
setting.
(a) Money is a universal use-value. Money overcomes the
limitations of bartering, eradicating the requirement for a
local coincidence of wants and commodities. It is a
commodity that all find useful. Producers become willing
to exchange for a representation of value which has the
functional property of being able to buy the products of
others' labour. One effect of the introduction of money,
therefore, is to free up the flow of commodities and
increase the connectivity between agents. In a developed
money economy everything has a price. Money may be
exchanged for any product of any labour.
(c) Money has a well-defined, global meaning. The
exchange-value of commodities as represented by the
money-commodity is expressed quantitatively and is
compared to other quantities of value. Consequently, the
meaning of money is globally determined in a society of
numerate agents.
(d) Money constrains possible exchanges. A loaf of bread
may cost 50p but will not normally be exchanged for
49.5p because of the prevailing social convention. An
agent with money can enter into many possible
exchanges, whereas an agent without money cannot. The
globally determined value of commodities defines what is
and what is not a legal exchange, and serves as a kind of
economic “all-or-nothing” law that controls the flow of
commodities.

(e) Money has comparatively low communication costs.
Consider the following thought experiment: instead of
money exchanges a host of “middle-men” exchange
lengthy notes listing individuals with their surplusproducts and needs in an attempt to co-ordinate great
chains of exchange mediated by coincidences of wants - a
kind of global “swap shop”. Such notes will entail high
communication costs, due to the high information content
of the notes, and high administration costs, such as
matching up lists with lists. In direct contrast, money,
being a number, is easily represented and removes the
2
need for middlemen and their costly communications.
(f) Money has comparatively low storage costs. The
quality of money does not change. It can be stored by
adding up all the quantities into a bigger quantity - a
larger denomination of note, for example. There need be
no storage of many qualitatively different things, such as
filing cabinets of “co-ordination notes” in the above
example.
(g) Money requires simple operators. Money requires
only the very simplest operators: addition, subtraction and
numerical comparison. No sophisticated local machinery
is required to mediate the transaction. Money is quickly
and easily parsed.
(h) Money can be accumulated. Money, if it is metal, such
as gold, does not perish. It can be stored indefinitely.
(i) Money encourages the distal connectivity of producers.
The coincidence of geographical location, time and wants
for exchange to occur in a barter economy is overcome
with the introduction of the money-commodity. Money
can mediate wants, be easily transported from place to
place, and be stored for future use, unlike perishables.
(j) Money is a domain-independent representation. In an
exchange, value is compared with value. The value of a
commodity does not represent anything external to the
economy, nor does it represent any thing within the
economy: it is internally relational, specifying an ordering
over the set of commodities, including labour time. The
precise nature of the ordering and how it changes in
relation to changes in the economy as a whole is
addressed in economic theories of value, a subject area
characterised by historical controversy. The observation
2

But as we often discover to our cost, in some real and therefore less
idealised markets, such as the housing market, chains of exchange and
'middle-men' do indeed occur.

that money is a domain-independent representation does
not rely on a particular theory of value. Domainindependence means that it would not make any
difference to the functional role of money if the specific
kind of labours within society changed or if the external
environment changed.
(k) Money is part of a co-ordination mechanism.
Importantly, money introduces supply and demand
dynamics that implement a distributed solution to a global
co-ordination problem. The co-ordination problem is how
private labour can be co-ordinated on a social scale so that
individuals' needs are met. Without a co-ordinating
mechanism the social system would break apart; for
example, basic goods might not be produced in sufficient
quantities, or non-use-values (commodities that are not in
demand) might be produced indefinitely.
Consider the following simplified scenario. An increase in
productivity in one branch of production, say egg
production, entails that the same share of the total labour
of society can now produce more eggs. Assuming that
demand for eggs is fixed the end effect of the increase in
productivity is to free labour currently employed in egg
production to be employed elsewhere in other branches of
the economy. The value of commodities and the operation
of the market is the mechanism that mediates this adaptive
change. The total labour of society is dynamically
allocated and reallocated in definite proportions to reflect
changes in production techniques and demand for
products. “It is only through the ‘value’ of commodities
that the working activity of separate, independent
producers leads to the productive unity which is called a
social economy, to the interconnections and mutual
conditioning of the labour of individual members of
society. Value is the transmission belt which transfers the
working processes from one part of society to another,
making that society a functioning whole” (Rubin, 1988).
Currency flow reinforces social co-operation: for
example, a particular agent will not be able to acquire a
commodity without first expending labour that has
sufficient value to other agents. The market mechanism of
exchange-value, the social convention of money, and the
local reasoning of autonomous economic agents serves to
meet the basic requirements of economic organisation
outlined at the beginning of section 4.1.

5
Currency flow in multi-agent
systems
This is all well and good, but what are the implications of
the analysis of the role of money in a simple commodity

economy for the design of adaptive multi-agent systems?
In this section the particular form of value in economic
systems is examined and compared to existing
reinforcement learning algorithms, followed by a sketch
of how currency flow could solve the problems of coordination in AMAS. Finally, a design hypothesis for
AMAS co-ordination is proposed.

5.1 A universal, quantitative representation
of value
All adaptive systems conform to the abstract schema of a
selective system (Cziko, 1995), and all selective systems
support concepts of value or utility (Pepper, 1958; Wright,
1997). A selective system has three components: (i) a trial
generator, which is any mechanism that generates a
variety of functions to produce outputs for particular
inputs, (ii) an evaluator, which is a mechanism that
evaluates the results of using particular functions to
generate trials, where evaluation occurs through
comparison to a norm, and (iii) a process of selection,
which retains those functions associated with “good”
evaluations for future use, while discarding others.
Selective systems implement the well-known generate,
test, and select cycle. Specific examples of selective
systems improve their behaviour over time (cf. Darwinian
evolution, genetic algorithms, classifier systems, neural
networks, and adaptive multi-agent systems). In the
abstract, economic systems are selective systems: the
trials are the various concrete labours that produce
commodities, the evaluation mechanisms are the various
needs and demands of individual consumers, and selection
occurs through the buying and selling of commodities. In
an ideal market, what is produced matches what is
required given available resources. Money mirrors the
flow of commodities, reinforcing those productive
activities that meet the demands of consumers. Human
economic systems are an existence proof that exchanging
numerical quantities can regulate complex processing
systems. Information-theoretic analogues of some of the
properties of currency flow identified in section 4.2 may
be useful for co-ordinating adaptive, largely parallel
information processing systems composed of autonomous
agents (e.g., multiple instrumentality, semantic
determinacy, low communication and storage costs,
simple operators, domain-independence and the
imposition of local constraints through the representation
of global constraints). In fact, work in artificial
intelligence uses economic ideas for resource allocation
problems (Wellman, 1995), including allocation of
processing time, and reasoning about plans (Doyle, 1994).

5.2 Generalised reinforcement learning
Reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms are selective
systems as defined above (see (Kaebling, Littman &
Moore, 1995) for a review). RL is a type of trial and error
learning, and holds out the promise of programming
control programs for agents by reward and punishment
without the need to specify how a task is to be achieved.
The main design problem to be solved in reinforcement
learning is the credit assignment problem, which is the
problem of “properly assigning credit or blame for overall
outcomes to each of the learning system's internal
decisions that contributed to those outcomes” (R. S.
Sutton, quoted in (Cichosz, 1994)). More precisely, RL
involves learning functions defined on the state and action
space of a task, driven by a real-valued reinforcement
signal. The details of how this is achieved depend on the
particular function representation used. Examples of RL
algorithms are Q-learning (Watkins & Dayan, 1992),
classifier systems (Holland, 1975; Holland, Holyoak,
Nisbett & Thagard, 1986; Wilson, 1995), and W-learning
(Humphreys, 1996). Marvin Minsky's Snarc machine was
an early reinforcement learner that encountered the creditassignment problem (see section 7.6 of (Minsky, 1987)).
RL algorithms use a quantitative representation of value,
the reinforcement signal, to select those behaviourproducing components that satisfy conditions of reward
over and above those components that do not. Behaviourproducing components that have received high reward
will be more likely to dispositionally determine the
behaviour of the system in the future than those
components with lower reward. For example, the bucketbrigade algorithm used in early classifier systems was
inspired by an economic metaphor, in which system rules
are agents consuming and producing internal messages
(commodities) who each possess a certain amount of
value (money) which they exchange for messages at a
global blackboard (the market). Most RL algorithms are
composed of rules. (Shoham & Tennenholtz, 1994)
discuss a generalisation of RL to MAS called co-learning.
Co-learning involves individual agents learning in an
social environment that includes other agents. Co-learning
agents must adapt to each other. (Kittock, 1995) describes
some computational experiments on the emergence of
social conventions through co-learning. Work of this kind
is beginning to explore how MAS can adapt by
reinforcement signals. The use of a universally
recognised,
domain-independent,
quantitative
representation of value is common to RL algorithms, colearning, and economic adaptation via currency flow.
However, the latter may require MAS with substantially

more sophisticated agents than those used currently. The
theoretical relations at the information processing level of
abstraction between reinforcement and payment for goods
is an issue that can be fruitfully investigated by MAS
research.

5.3 The ability to buy processing power
In economic systems and reinforcement learners,
possession of “money” by an “agent” is a dispositional
ability to buy processing power (Wright, 1996b). For
example, a producer who makes a profit will have more
money to employ more people (to buy processing power
directly) and more raw materials (to buy the results of
prior processing). Whether a thing is purchased or a
person is purchased for a certain period of the day, an
amount of labour power has been assigned to the
purchaser. That the labour power has already been
expended and is in the form of a commodity, or will be
expended and is in the form of a commodity-maker, is a
secondary matter. In both cases, processing resources
have been bought. Individual profits and losses regulate
this ability to commandeer and allocate social resources.
Similarly, a rule in a classifier system uses its
accumulated value to bid against other rules for messages
in the “marketplace”. Rules with high value are more
likely to outbid rules of low value, process the message,
and dispositionally determine the behaviour of the system.
The bucket-brigade adaptively alters the ability of rules to
buy processing power. The same holds for the weights of
policy functions in Q-learning.
One of the most important scarce resources in a MAS is
the agents themselves. The total processing power of the
MAS is limited, where processing power is ability to do
work. Similarly, Marx, drawing on the classical tradition
in economics, emphasised labour-power as a finite
resource in economic systems, developing the labour
theory of value based on this conception. Labour-power is
also the ability to do work. Whether it is computational
agents performing abstract operations, or real people
performing concrete operations, a transformation is taking
place that can be called work.
Adaptive MAS must search for solutions to, perhaps
continuously changing, global constraints. Therefore,
there needs to be an ordering over the various agents of
the adaptive system: some agents will perform more
useful work than others with respect to certain constraints.
The computational resources of the system should be
concentrated on useful agents, be it in terms of giving
them greater social power or allowing them access to

more social products. In other words, useful work within a
society (or useful processing within a mind) should be
reinforced. The design principle of a quantitative
representation of value that functions as an ability to buy
processing power can integrate processing (useful
computational
work)
and
resources
(limited
computational power) with relatively low communication
costs. Agents with more money can employ other agents,
buy the products of other agents' work, and have greater
control over system behaviour. Given these abstract and
general considerations it is possible to sketch how
currency flow could serve as a basis for co-ordination in
adaptive multi-agent systems.

5.4 Specifying global constraints
Economic systems suggest a natural way to specify the
global constraints of an AMAS. In simple commodity
economies it is the wants of consumers that determines
what is and what is not a use-value. In just so happens that
in real economies consumers are normally also producers,
but in artificial AMAS the functions can be separated and
assigned to different agents. A set of consumer agents that
function as the sole sources of payment can define the
goals of the system. Producer agents must satisfy
consumers' wants if they are to receive value for their
work. It is feedback from consumers to antecedent
producers in the form of payment that selects those
productive behaviours that satisfy the global goals of the
system, much as conditions for reward select adaptive
policies in RL algorithms. For example, an AMAS may be
designed to find plans for successful operation in a
microworld domain, such as blocks-world. A set of
consumer agents can be defined whose various needs are
information items declaring that the system has achieved
certain objectives, such as stacking a tower of blocks or
building certain shapes and so forth. These information
items are analogous to desired commodities in economic
systems: they are the use-values of the system. A set of
producer agents may then attempt to produce the required
information items by performing work in the domain, that
is produce information items interpretable as actions by a
scheduler. Only those agents or group of agents that
produce the correct set of actions and corresponding
results receive money from the set of consumers. Partial
solutions may receive partial payment allowing hillclimbing and iterative trial and error search. Baum (Baum,
1996) describes the “Hayek machine” that learns to solve
blocks world planning problems using a free market of
interacting agents and a simplified price mechanism.
Weiss (Weiss, 1995) describes the “Dissolution and
Formation of Groups” algorithm that solves block world

problems using a collection of agents that learn through
reinforcement and form into co-operative groups with
“leaders”. The Contract Net Protocol (d'Inverno & Luck,
1996; Smith, 1980; Smith & Davis, 1981) has, for many
years in the field of DAI, also embodied some of these
economics-flavoured ideas. In a contract net, a manager
agent broadcasts a task announcement message, and
receives bids from contractor agents. The manager
evaluates the bids, selects among them, and allocates the
task, or part of it, to the best bidder.

5.5 Dynamic control relations
As stated, an AMAS may need to alter the control
relations between agents in order to meet global goals. A
relation of control exists between agent A and agent B if
A can determine, or dispositionally determine, B's
processing. For example, A may be able to command B to
perform a particular task, or A may be only able to request
that B perform a task in particular circumstances, and so
forth. In human societies there is a wide variety of
relations of control, some more benign than others.
Autonomous agents will often have objectives that
conflict with other autonomous agents. One way for
agents to overcome conflicts of interest is through
negotiation, a process by which a group of agents
communicate with one another to arrive at a mutually
acceptable course of action. For example, when a conflict
is encountered the agents involved may generate
proposals for joint commitments with associated
explanations. The mooted proposals may then be
evaluated, and various counter-proposals or compromises
suggested. The Socratic dialogue continues until
agreement is reached (Parsons & Jennings, 1996).
However, this may be locally rational but globally
irrational with respect to the overall goals of the social
system.
In order that local negotiations can meet global
requirements there is need for local information, referring
to those requirements, that can form a basis for controlling
the negotiations. Without such information agents could
negotiate commitments that led to globally incoherent
behaviour or that required too many resources (i.e., the
construction of unrealisable social plans). In human
societies many negotiations occur within the context of
financial costs. For example, much institutional behaviour
consists of negotiating compromises constrained by
available funding. The local possession of value limits the
formation of commitments, which are essentially about
resources (Bond, 1990; Gerson, 1976). By giving access
to additional resources, commitments thus become

valuable resource in themselves (Aube & Senteni, 1996a;
Aube & Senteni, 1996b). However, local possession of
value can allow in turn the formation of new
commitments. For example, a new injection of funding
can release prior constraints on planning: planners may
now have sufficient power to employ other agents to do
their bidding or buy the resources needed to complete
their plans. Money, as the ability to buy processing power,
is an ability to form control relations; and the flow of
money adaptively allocates and reallocates constraints on
3
local commitment formation. Again, one reason for this
rests on the fact that commitments themselves constitute a
special kind of resource, and that money embodies the
value that is computed for these resources through social
transactions. It is the requirement for global problem
solving that necessitates the imposition of limits on local
problem solvers: Hobbes chairs the Socratic dialogue.
“Participation
in
any
situation,
therefore,
is
simultaneously constraining, in that people must make
contributions to it, and be bound by its limitations, and yet
enriching, in that participation provides resources and
opportunities otherwise unavailable” (Gerson, 1976).
Social agents commit to a social convention of money that
simultaneously constrains and enriches possible local
outcomes.

5.6 Dynamic reallocation of labour
An adaptive multi-agent system may need to reallocate
agents to different tasks in order to meet global goals and
maintain coherent behaviour. One possible solution is a
global controller that has a wider picture of the whole
system and directs the activities of others; however,
keeping the agent informed could entail high
communication costs, create a communication bottleneck,
and render the other agents unusable if the controller
failed (Jennings, 1996). The alternative is to distribute
data and control, and economic systems suggest at least
two possible mechanisms. A system composed of
adaptive agents that attempt to maximise personal utility
will exhibit distributed reorganisation of labour. Adaptive
utility maximisers will search for rewarding tasks,
allocating and reallocating themselves to different parts of
the developing solution. For example, if a system
constraint changes, such as a consumer agent requesting a
qualitatively different result, then the agents that
previously serviced the consumer will search for new
forms of co-operation in order to produce the new result
and regain gainful employment (c.f. rule discovery of
rewarding areas of the pay-off landscape in classifier
3

Compare (Bond, 1990; Gerson, 1976) where money is viewed as just
another kind of resource.

systems). In addition, a system that allows agents to sell
their processing power to employer agents will exhibit
organisational control, which is a “centralised”
reorganisation of labour. For example, sufficiently
wealthy employers may direct and redirect the processing
of large groups of agents, perhaps at the expense of
relatively high communication costs within the
organisation. In both cases, however, it is money that
forms the basis of the allocation of labour, either as a
universal want or an ability to buy processing power. Note
also that areas of the search space may be redundantly
assigned to multiple agents, much as competition occurs
within branches of production in real economies.

For a MAS to use currency flow mechanisms the
constituent agents will need a minimal set of capabilities.
A first pass requirements analysis suggests that minimally
economic agents will need to be able to form mutual plans
with other agents, possess planning capabilities to
construct and choose between alternative possible options,
handle money, reason about costs, negotiate, and take and
give requests and commands. Without these capabilities
the economic system may fail to use currency properly or
fail to find solutions to global requirements.

5.7 The currency flow hypothesis

An objection to a quantitative representation of utility is
that it necessarily entails a “loss of information” in order
to reduce incommensurable quantities and qualities to a
single, common utility measure. It is rightly claimed that
many real-world problems are difficult or impossible to
formulate in terms of maximising (or minimising) a single
common measure (e.g., see (Logan & Sloman, 98)).
However, in claiming it is necessary that AMASs employ
currency flow (a single utility measure) it does not follow
that they cannot also employ other representations of
utility, for example in the individual reasoning of
constituent agents and “non-commercial” exchanges of
information. The fact that money exists and functions as
described is good evidence that a single quantitative
measure can perform a useful and important function in
an adaptive multi-agent system. To date there are no
examples of modern economies that function without
money.

Given these theoretical considerations and an analysis of
some examples of existing systems, the following design
hypothesis is proposed:
The currency flow hypothesis for adaptive multiagent systems: Currency flow, or the circulation of
value, is a common feature of adaptive multi-agent
systems. Value serves as a basis for co-ordination;
for example, it integrates computational resources
and processing by constraining the formation of
local commitments. Circulation of value involves
(i) altering the dispositional ability of agents to
gain access to limited processing resources, via (ii)
exchanges of a quantitative, domain-independent
representation of value that mirrors the flow of
agent products. The possession of value by an
agent is an ability to buy processing power.
The design hypothesis is a hypothesis because it is a
statement about designs that can be falsified. It states
something about the functional organisation of AMAS at
the level of information processing. If the MAS research
community discovers designs that meet the requirements
for AMAS but do not use a currency flow mechanism
then the hypothesis is falsified: the design feature is not
common to that set of requirements. It is more likely,
however, that the hypothesis in its current form is too
general and imprecise. Future research may show that
currency flow cannot meet all possible requirements for
adaptive MAS behaviour, or that currency flow is
necessary but not sufficient, or it is simply one of a range
of possible alernatives, or it works for only certain types
of constituent agents, and so forth. Therefore, the
hypothesis serves as a guide, pointing towards perhaps
fruitful areas of AMAS design-space based on an analysis
of an existing, naturally occurring AMAS.

6 Some common objections

Furthermore, qualitative representations of utility imply
the explicit representation of domain features. For
example, specifying a qualitative ordering such as
“substate A is more useful than B for determining
processing in circumstances C for purpose P” (e.g., see
(Sloman, 69)) would require domain-knowledge that may
not be available or would be costly to deduce, particularly
in a system composed of local reasoners without access to
the global information important for determining local
utility decisions.
A stronger argument would show why a quantitative
representation of value is necessary. The argument would
be in the form of a mathematical proof, not a design
hypothesis. The question, therefore, remains open and is
not yet sufficiently well stated.
Another objection is that the mind is goal-directed but the
free-market anarchic and therefore an “economy of mind”

is an insufficient explanation for intelligent behaviour.
Stating that a society of mind will require an economy of
mind does not imply that currency flow is the only
method of global co-ordination. (Wright, 97) proposes
that a mental “currency” is the mechanism by which
reinforcement learning constrains the formation of higher
cognitive functions such that they conform to adaptive
limits. This is a restatement of some features of Freudian
metapsychology.

7 Implications for Cognitive Science
“... another family of agents might contrive to use a
quantity that doesn't actually exist at all, but whose
amount is simply ‘computed’. I suspect that what we
call the pleasure of success may be, in effect, the
currency of some such scheme.”
M. Minsky, The Society of Mind, p. 284 of (Minsky,
1987).
If the society of mind requires an economy of mind and
the information processing level of the brain is organised
in such a manner, then we would expect some evidence of
currency flow in our mental flora and fauna. Wright
(Wright, 1996; Wright, 97) presents a circulation of value
theory of achievement pleasure and failure unpleasure
that explains the valenced component of some emotional
states. Very briefly, the monitoring of virtual currency
flows performing credit-assignment can account for some
forms of mental pleasure and unpleasure. The theory is
related to Freud’s concept of “psychical energy” or
“libido”; however, the circulation of value sheds the
connotations of vitalism but clarifies and extends the
functionality of libido. This work builds on previous work
with Aaron Sloman and Luc Beaudoin on cognitive
modelling of the emotions (Sloman, 78; Sloman &
Croucher, 81; Beaudoin, 94; Wright, Sloman & Beaudoin,
1996; Sloman, Beaudoin & Wright, 1994). It is a
recurring assertion that there is a relative neglect of
motivation and emotion in cognitive science. For
example, Simon's seminal paper (Simon, 1967) was an
attempt to answer Neisser's criticisms that information
processing theories of mind cannot account for feelings.
More recently, (Newell, 1990) lists motivation and
emotion as missing elements that need to be included in
more comprehensive information processing theories of
mind. (Shoham, 1996) argues that AI can and should
benefit from economic ideas, for instance modelling the
cost and value of information. If economic ideas are
applicable to artificial intelligence then they should also
be applicable to natural intelligence and therefore be of

relevance to cognitive science. The concepts of value,
currency flow, and ability to buy processing power are a
step toward this.

8 Implications for Economics
Economics studies past and present economic systems.
When analysing current economic organisation there is an
implicit assumption that free-market organisation is either
arguably or provably the best way to meet important
global requirements such as efficiency and democracy.
There is very little comparative exploration of possible
economic systems. Economics, unlike AI, does not
attempt to create new kinds of systems and does not make
extensive use of computational explorations. One reason
for this lack is the difficulty of reasoning about economic
systems, which becomes extreme if the economic systems
are hypothetical. If the currency flow hypothesis is correct
then AMAS researchers will begin to explore varieties of
designs for economic systems, albeit satisfying
requirements that are very different from the requirements
for human economic organisation. The convergence of
ideas from AI and economics could result in a new branch
of design-based economics that compares how different
natural and artificial economic organisations meet various
social requirements. Defining what those requirements
should be for human social organisation is arguably not
the subject matter of economics.

9 Conclusion
A hypothesis was proposed stating that a currency flow
mechanism is likely to be a common feature of adaptive
multi-agent systems: “a society of mind will require an
economy of mind”. Currency flow is part of a coordination mechanism that adaptively allocates and
reallocates the ability of constituent agents to form local
commitments. The social convention of money integrates
resources and processing by functioning as an ability to
buy processing power.
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